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"Technology and distribution of Pellets"

"Experience about the European Network on Woodpellets".

The development of pellet combustion-systems has made during the past few years an
tremendous advance.

It is possible that pellets might become the most important alternative to fossil fuels which
together with neat-pumps, gaz and oil dominate the small-scale heating market today.
To make pellets one of the big fuels in Europe the technology must be developed further
within the whole fuel chain, from forest to consumer and back to the forest. A European
collaboration in different energy projects securing a positive development for pellets as fuel
would be advantageous. There are bright prospects for the use of pellets as fuel in the
future.

1. "Sweden and Austria have unique experiences of pellets"

Pellets are a refined biofuel that in Sweden and Austria was first used in the early 80's
(Sweden), followed by Austria and now by Germany too.

After 15 years of development pellets are today the environment friendly alternative
suitable for the private house as well as for district heating plants. Pellets are especially
suited in densely built-up areas, where environmental demands are high. Thanks to the high
energy density, pellets can be transported to areas with high energy requirements from
parts of the country having the greatest bioenergy resources.

2. Pellets - the biofuel of the future - characteristics and properties
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About 2,1 ton pellets substitute 1000 1 of fuel oil.

3. Environment friendly, domestic, economical
Advantages of pellets

• are dry and can be stored and automaticly transported to the tank and
burningsystem.
provide locally vacant jobs
Pellets enable environmental friendly combustion (less polution)
are manufactured by domestic, renewable raw materials
have high energy density favourable at transport
fit very well into a closed cycle renewable energy system



are an economical alternative both on a small and large scale
Disadvantages of pellets
are somewhat more expensive for the private house owner than heating with oil or gaz
Pellets require about two times as large a storage space than oil

4. How are pellets manufactured?

Pellets are manufactured of residuals of diffrent types of wood: residual products from
sawdust, cutter shavings, bark or similar. Also other raw materials can be used for instance,
residuals from logging sites, waste of paper and woodwaste from industries.

A pellet is a rod shaped compressed piece of fuel with a diameter of maximum 25 mm.
Today 6, 8,10 and 12 mm are produced in Sweden Austria and Germany. For private house
customers 6 mm are most suitable to achieve good combustion results.

S. Distribution of Pellets to the customer

Locally pellets are best transported by bulk truck in a closed system. Similar to oil, pellets
are delivered to al silo and blown in by means of compressed air. Ordinary trucks and
modified container trucks might also be used dependent on the kind of silo the user has. At
larger distances also train transports are possible as well as transport by ship that are
already effected. The bulk truck can also deliver to private houses, if a closed silo has been
installed. Pellets can also be delivered in large bags of 500-800 kg, in small bags of 20 kg on
pallets or be collected by weight at a factory or depot. In the future probably other systems
will be developed for instance cassettes exchanged at the customer.

Pellets as replacement of coal, oil and gaz for heating

Pellets are today mainly used in small pelletstove large and average sized pellet burner
and heating plants (Sweden).

A refined fuel like pellets has also big advantages in small boiler plants. There are so-
called pellet burners from the private house to the MW-class. This means that the oil burner
can be replaced by a pellet burner in the same boiler. If the boiler is to be exchanged, there
are so-called pellet boilers with grateburning form 200 kW and up. Pellets are excellent to
use as fuel in private houses.

6. The future shows:

6.1 The Pelletstove can easily replace the major part of the oil and gaz heating
needed in a villa.

A pelletstove that is placed somewhere in the middle of a villa can, by means of the built
in corrector fan, distribute heated air to all rooms in the house not closed off by doors etc.

Most pelletstoves re equipped with a control system that can be set to different power
outputs and also connected to, and controlled by a thermostat.

Integrated storage of pellets will make sure the stove contains pellets for at least 24
hours continuous use.

If the stove is used during the period from November to March it could realistically
replace oil, gaz and electrical heating used previously.

The pelletstove thus offers convenience and the benefit of being able reduce or
eliminate morning and evening power peak problems.



.. 2 Pellet Burners for a central heating system replaces oil, gaz and electricity in
existing and new buildings.

To replace an oil or gaz burner by a pellet burner makes more and more sense unter a
future political climate responsibility that made pellets possible as fuel in the early 80's in
Sweden, Austria and at the future for Germany too. To convert an existing boiler that is not
too old is the cheapest way of starting to use pellets as fuel.

A complete pellet installation with pellet store for one year consumption, feeding
equipment and a pellet burner make the heating almost as comfortable as before.

In houses with real boiler central-heating-systems (rooms) there are excellent possibilities
(housing programme) to use this new technology to replace oil and gaz.

Sometimes it might even be possible in new houses (low-energy-houses) with for instance
an oil, gaz or electric boiler placed in the apartment or in the living-room to install a boiler
and a burner in a spezial garage/store-room.

Remarks:
The pelletstove was invented in the US in early 1980 by Mr. Whitfield. The first pelletstove
was imported 1986 to Sweden. Later a number of pelletstoves were evaluated between
1989 and 1991 in Sweden and Austria and now days in Germany too. The technical
development of pellets-burner and combustion system, automatically feeded by pellets in an
power-range between 10 kW until 50 kW and more is under pressure.

7. Pellets in small scale district heating systems

A pellet based small scale heating plant is as suitable in a housing area as in a
smaller population area.

Co-ordinating the heating is economically often the best solution and in some areas
environmentally the possible solution. Skilled personnel and modern equipment guarantee
good operation condition. This is also a comfortable and flexible solution as to choice of fuel
today and in the future.

Remarks:
The weak-points are still the political willness to promote a network on woodpellets and to
introduce in to a new programme of heating-systems in small and large scale district heating
systems.

8. Pellets in large scale district heating systems
Here is Sweden absolutly dominating. The biggest user of refined bioenergy, Pellets in

the world is Stockholm Energy-combined power heating plant at Hasselby. Around 200.000
tons each year are used in these 100 MW boilers.

Remarks:
For the future Sweden is ready to exporte pellets to Germany, Netherland and other
countries The location of the woodfactories on the coast enables transportation by sea.



9. Energy consumption of heating systems in private houses
By choosing pellets as an alternative fuel, many advantages are gained, such as an
environmentally friendly product, convenience and low cost.

In many cases heating costs are reduced by 20 until 40 %, and the environment is enhanced
as the use of fuel oil is reduced. The Nuclear Reduction Plan will also be easier to fulfil (in
Germany) as more households convert to the use of fuel pellets.

It is probable that domestic fuel pellets will also be a very safe choice in respect of future
price and supply. Bioenergy in general, has always benefited from very small price
fluctuations and this benefit can be expected to continue due to the large quantities of
bioenergy raw material available in Sweden, Austria and even in the future for Germany and
other europian countries.

10. The markets in Sweden, Austria, Germany and in Europe

In Sweden, Austria, Germany as well as in the rest of Europe there are strong forces acting
for the use of renewable kinds of energy. Sweden f. e. with its high CO2 taxes has cleared
the way for a long-term reliable energy system. It is important to secure supply of energy for
everyone, utilize energy more efficiently, be more environment friendly, develop national and
local trades in the area of energy etc. The pellet energy with its energy density can be
exported from countries and parts of a country with big bioenergy resources to densely
populated areas with big energy demands.

Pellets might be the most important alternative to the fossil fuels which today dominate
the small-scale heating market. There are many parallels to the introduction of tiled stoves
that was the solution of heating problems earlier in Sweden. Pellets might be the new fuel
revolution needed on the market of small houses. Today Sweden and than Austria have the
biggest manufacturer and users of pellets in Europe with great experience and knowledge of
PELLETS as fuel.

Several other European countries (Switzerland) have started to use pellets and there is
an interest in many other countries to introduce pellets, Pellet stoves, pellet burners and
pellet boilers for private houses and bigger boilers are manufactured since long not only in
Sweden but also in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Austria and Ireland.

Pellets in Sweden, Austria and for the future in Germany will be an important alternative
for heating of private houses when nuclear power is no longer to be used. Partly oil, gaz and
electric heating must be replaced by a long-term reliable alternative. Pellets will be needed
to guarantee such a development. Support to this development ist presented in an energy
government bill. This gives the trade a unique possibility and help to highlight the technology
in the years to come.
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